Abstract-Bosson and Hong' have developed an effective procedure for multiple fault detection. However, their claim that their procedure gives near-minimal results is not necessarily the case.
Since eight is considerably more than five, the ability of the procedure to generate near-minimal results is questionable.
In order to demonstrate the errors, Example 2 considered by Bossen and Hong will be worked out in detail using their own procedures (General (G) and NR). The circuit is given in Fig. 1 The terms wxyz and zwyz were not included in the paper. These terms represent wxy z., wxy E f and z G Xm wDyz x, w7vyz E IY and x fE Xm. The preceding implies eleven test patterns, not nine as Bossen and Hong claim. The aforementioned omissions cited also increase the NR result by two test patterns as can be easily shown. The solution can be reduced to seven terms if the F simplified cause-effect equation is used.
CONCLUSION
Although Bossen and Hong's procedure is considerably less involved than Poage's procedure, it does suffer three drawbacks.
1) In order to be assured that the best attainable solution has been achieved, the NR procedure must be performed on both F and P. This approximately doubles the amount of work required to find the solution.
2) The conclusion that the results obtained are near minimal is questionable. In the example cited, the minimal result is five, whereas the best solution found required seven terms.
3) If a test set is found for a circuit without prior knowledge of the minimal solution, there is no way of telling how close to minimal the solution really is.
Authors' Reply2
D. C. BOSSEN AND S. J. HONG
The comment is valid in that the authors followed the given algorithm G in footnote 1 to the letter to come to their conclusion. However, the spirit of the algorithm was somewhat misrepresented in the original paper. A clearer version for the algorithm G follows. The two additional tests claimed by the commentors do not arise if the following version is carried to the letter. And therefore our original assertion about the near minimality still seems valid. Similarly, the additional tests claimed by the commentors using procedure NR will be eliminated if the following version of algorithm G is used in procedure NR. This answers the commentors conclusion 2) in [1] . ALGORITHM G Gl) Derive the simplified network equations F' and F'. G2) Obtain 5Y and f by further simplifying F' and F' using all CORRESPONDENCE the Boolean identities. However, ff and f do not have to be in the minimal form. As a point of further interest, it might be noted that the P.+m-, and Pn+m_2 columns of Fig. 3 of the above paper1 can be modified in several different ways to reduce the number of terms to be summed. The lower left-hand corner of the Baugh-Wooley array is
